
Nest Seekers International Hosted Real Estate Party of the Year for
Million Dollar Listing Star Ryan Serhant.
A star-studded event at Lavo nightclub thrown by Real Estate power firm, Nest Seekers International to
celebrate the premiere of Bravo's Million Dollar Listing NY Season 3 starring Nest Seekers Agent Ryan
Serhant.
Following the success of Bravo’s first two seasons of Million Dollar Listing, season three is to premiere tonight, April 2nd. Nest Seekers
International hosted their own premiere event at the legendary Lavo nightclub to celebrate the success of the star of the show and Nest
Seekers International's own Ryan Serhant. They have previously held parties for the first two season premieres at Marquee and Catch in the
Meatpacking District, NYC.

There was a line out the door and all the way down the 58th Street as everyone was eager to enjoy the lavish festivities. The club was jam
packed with friends, Nest Seekers' agents, developers and other industry figures along with a myriad of celebrities all there to show support for
Ryan Serhant.

The hottest in progressive house and electro music was blasting through the space from a roster of star DJ's from Shap Records; Aiden Jude,
Shintaro Yasuda and Coleman along with a light show and professional dancers provided by 26 Stars performing on elevated platforms which
provided added entertainment for the night. 

Guests were served cocktails from Luksusowa, Licor 43, Eppa Sangria and Villamossa Limencello featuring East Coast and West Coast
themed cocktails to symbolize the firm's and Serhant's debut to the Beverly Hills Real Estate market. This a huge milestone for Nest Seeker's
being the first New York firm to step foot in the corresponding Los Angeles market. Nest Seeker's West Coast out post is headed by super star
broker and Beverly Hills' Housewife Marisa Zanuck who was there to support fellow colleague Serhant. 

Christine Paul Events who helped make the night an amazing success says "Eddie Shapiro and Ryan Serhant are an electric team. Together
they throw the hottest parties full of beautiful people. It's always a pleasure working with such a dynamic firm."

Million Dollar Listing star Ryan Serhant commented “Another Season of Million Dollar Listing New York, and another successful Nest Seekers
Premiere Party. Every year it just gets better and better, and it’s amazing to be able to celebrate an entire year’s success with your team,
company and wonderful clients. To cheers to the past, present and future and understand how it’s all made possible.”  

Nest Seekers is known for its lavish events, hosting the first Real Estate Halloween bash last year. The firm's President and CEO says “These
sorts of events are very important for the firm's moral, it is an opportunity to connect with our clients and friends in social settings, it's a
fabulous promotional tool and a wonderful opportunity to celebrate the unstoppable success and growth of the company and Ryan Serhant's
success in the past few years."

About Nest Seekers International

In less than 10 years Nest Seekers has formed into a powerful full service brokerage sales and marketing firm leading the industry with over
600 agents and staff in 15 offices, spanning Manhattan, Williamsburg, the Hamptons, Long Island City, Miami, and Beverly Hills, CA.  Nest
Seekers does not appear to be losing any momentum. With intimate, privileged knowledge of every neighborhood it caters to, as well as
special relationships and uncompromising service, Nest Seekers is revolutionizing the world of high-end real estate. 


